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ABSTRACT: Therapeutic protein candidates should exhibit favorable properties that render them suitable to become
drugs. Nevertheless, there are no well-established guidelines for the efficient selection of proteinaceous molecules with
desired features during early-stage development. Such guidelines can emerge only from a large body of published research
that employs orthogonal techniques to characterize therapeutic proteins in different formulations. In this work, we share a
study on a diverse group of proteins, including their primary sequences, purity data, and computational and biophysical

characterization at different pH and ionic strength. We report weak linear correlations between many of the biophysical
parameters. We suggest that a stability comparison of diverse therapeutic protein candidates should be based on a computational and biophysical characterization in multiple formulation conditions, as the latter can largely determine whether a
protein is above or below a certain stability threshold. We use the presented dataset to calculate several stability risk scores
obtained with an increasing level of analytical effort and show how they correlate with protein aggregation during storage.
Our work highlights the importance of developing combined risk scores that can be used for early-stage developability
assessment. We suggest that such scores can have high prediction accuracy only when they are based on protein stability
characterization in different solution conditions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Protein therapeutics are an essential part of the treatment plan for many patients suffering from severe diseases.1 Proteins can bind to various drug targets with high
specificity and affinity, thus improving both therapeutic efficacy and safety profiles compared to small molecule
drugs. Alongside these benefits, therapeutic proteins also
bring drawbacks like high costs and complexity of their
discovery, development and production.2
Although there are different ways to develop a therapeutic protein, some of the most widely-used approaches
share common steps3,4, i.e. identification of a druggable
target; generation of a library of proteins which could bind
to that target; selection and optimization of lead candidates; formulation development; and decision on one biologically active, safe and stable protein which will continue
to clinical trials. In general, the failure of a drug candidate
becomes increasingly expensive as the development process advances. For this reason, pharmaceutical companies
aim to adopt strategies for selecting the most promising
molecules at early stages.3,5–7 Such strategies have to identify whether a molecule exhibits suitable biological and biophysical properties, i.e. drug-like properties.8–10 Contrary
to small molecule drug discovery where some developability rules are widely accepted (e.g. the Lipinski rule of five),11
guiding principles for selecting proteins with drug-like
properties are not yet well established. This gap has stimulated researchers to create rules for protein developability
assessment based on computational and biophysical characterization.7,10,12–15 Although significant progress has been
made on this topic, published work is currently limited to
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and disregards the impact
of formulation conditions on the thresholds of parameters
that will flag a molecule as developable or not.
Biological activity and low toxicity are essential prerequisites for molecules to be selected for further studies.
However, protein drug candidates should also exhibit desirable biophysical properties that ensure sufficient stability during manufacturing, shipping, storage, handling and
administration.7 The proper assessment of these biophysical properties requires the application of multiple orthogonal methods. Historically, most widely used methods for
protein characterization required large sample amounts
and suffered from low throughput, e.g. differential scanning calorimetry or circular dichroism. Since both sample
amount and time are scarce during early-stage development, different candidates were usually compared in only
one solution condition with a limited set of biophysical
techniques that were considered to be predictive for the
overall protein stability.15,16 With the recent rapid advance
in technology, new methods have emerged that require
miniature sample amounts and can measure hundreds of
samples per day. However, the most efficient way of how
these methods can be combined and the value of the measured parameters for selecting promising candidate molecules are still a matter of debate.12,15,17 Furthermore, most

of the published data addressing the biophysical parameters and their predictive power for protein stability is based
on biomolecules with unpublished primary sequences and
purity data.18,19 That makes the data reproducibility, interpretation and use for follow-up studies difficult for the scientific and industrial communities.
Here, we present a study on 14 diverse therapeutically
relevant proteins, including most of the primary sequences
and purity data. We show work based on computational
analysis, as well as biophysical characterization and storage stability data of these proteins in 24 conditions with
different pH and ionic strength. The full dataset will be
available for download from a tailor-made database
(https://pippi-data.kemi.dtu.dk/). We use the data to look
for linear correlations between different biophysical parameters and elucidate whether some of the latter carry
similar information that can be used for developability assessment of proteins. Next, we emphasize that protein stability largely depends on solution conditions. Therefore, a
proper assessment of whether a drug candidate molecule
is stable, and suitable for further development, requires
characterization in several formulations at the earliest development stages. Such characterization is nowadays possible due to the large increase in the throughput of many
biophysical assays. Finally, we discuss an early risk assessment approach based on stability risk score (SRS) values
obtained from datasets of increasing size and show how
these scores correlate with the amount of aggregates
formed after 6-month storage at different temperatures.
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Sample preparation
Six IgG1 antibodies (PPI-01, PPI-02, PPI-03, PPI-04,
PPI-10, PPI-13), one IgG2 (PPI-17), one bispecific mAb (PPI08), and one HSA-neprilysin fusion protein (PPI-18) were
provided by AstraZeneca (Cambridge, UK). Interferon alpha-2a (PPI-30) was provided from Roche Diagnostics
GmbH. Recombinant human transferrin20 (PPI-44) and Recombumin® native sequence human serum albumin (PPI49) were from Albumedix Ltd. Two lipases (PPI-45 and
PPI-46) were from Novozymes A/S. Primary protein sequences can be found in Supplementary information - SI1.
The proteins in the bulk solutions were dialyzed overnight
using Slide-A-Lyzer™ cassettes (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, USA) with suitable membrane cut-off against
excess of 10 mM of histidine/histidine hydrochloride buffer
with pH 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5 or against 10 mM of
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane/tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride buffer with pH 8.0 and
9.0. Protein concentration was measured on a Nanodrop
2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) using the respective
protein extinction coefficient at 280 nm. In total, the proteins were formulated at eight different pH values mentioned above with the presence of 0, 70, or 140 mM sodium
chloride accounting for 24 different formulation conditions for each of the 14 proteins. NaCl was added to the

samples from a stock solution in the respective buffer. All
the materials were of analytical or multi-compendial grade
from J. T. Baker. After preparation, the formulations were
sterile filtered with 0.22 μm cellulose acetate filters from
VWR International (Darmstadt, Germany).

2.2. In silico modeling of monoclonal antibodies and
estimation of molecular descriptors
The template for modelling is identified using a BLAST
search (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/)21 against the PDB
database.22 In the case of low query coverage, multiple template sequences were considered. The atomic coordinate
set corresponding to the crystal structure of the homologue (template) was obtained from the PDB database. Sequence alignment of the template and query sequence was
generated
using
ClustalW2
(www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/)23 alignment tool.
The modeling of the three-dimensional structure was performed by Modeller9.19 software.24 The quality of the models produced depended on the quality of the sequence
alignment by ClustalW2 and template structure. In the
case of antibodies (PPI-01, PPI-02, PPI-03, PPI-10, PPI-13,
PPI-17), the generated Fab and Fc structural units were
subsequently aligned to the full mAb structure with PDB
ID 1IGT525 using PyMol6. The aligned Fab and Fc parts
were then merged using Modeller. Disulphide bonds were
added accordingly. No primary sequence was available for
PPI-04 and PPI-08 and therefore these were not modelled.
For PPI-18, a model accounting for the orientation of the
two fragments was generated based on SAXS data generated in the consortium. The fragments were connected using Modeller and disulphide bonds were added where suitable. The homology models for PPI-30, PPI-44, PPI-45, PPI46, and PP-49 were generated using as templates PDB entries 4Z5R26, 3V8327, 5TGL28, 1GT629, and 4BKE30 respectively, and using the tools mentioned above for sequence
alignment and model generation. The modelled protein
structures were prepared in the desired pH environment to
account for the right protonation states of residues using
Glide. Further, prepared structures were energy minimized
prior to structure validation to make sure the target protein has the least energy conformation without any steric
clashes. The protein structure was energy minimized using
the Glide software. The quality of the modelled structures
was checked by examining the extent of occurrence of conformations in disallowed regions of the Ramachandran
plot using Maestro31. In addition, Zscore was calculated using the standalone version of Prosa200332. The generated
models have an overall negative Zscore indicating a good
quality of built structures (Supplementary information SI2).
The protein homology models and primary sequences
were used for computational protein characterization. The
recently developed Protein-Sol server33 was used to study
the behaviour of the model proteins as a function of pH

and ionic strength. Further, the molecular operating environment (MOE) software was used to calculate various
molecular descriptors. Topographic, thermodynamics and
structural indices were calculated from ProtDCal.34 Aggregation scores of the proteins were calculated with the
Schrödinger’s Surface Analyzer command-line tool (Schrödinger Inc., New York, New York, USA) using previously
generated homology models. The tool generates scores
based on three different algorithms: AggScore, Zyggregator
and Aggrescan.35–37 Mean scores per residue were calculated for each method and protein.
2.3. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
DynaPro® II plate reader (Wyatt Technology, Santa
Barbara, USA) was used for the dynamic light scattering
experiments. The measurements were performed in 1536
LoBase Assay Plates (Aurora Microplates, USA) in triplicates using 4 μL of sample sealed with a few μL of silicone
oil. The plate was centrifuged for 1 min at 2000 rpm before
placed in the plate reader. Data were collected and processed with the DYNAMICS® software V7.8 (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, USA). The coefficient of self-diffusion, D, and the polydispersity index (PDI) were calculated
from the obtained autocorrelation functions using cumulant analysis. The Stokes-Einstein equation was used to calculate Rh from D. The increase in Rh after storage at different temperatures was calculated with the following equation:
𝑅𝑅ℎ,𝑋𝑋
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑋𝑋 =
𝑅𝑅ℎ,0

where Rh,0 is the hydrodynamic radius before stress
and RR,X is the one after stress.

The aggregation onset temperature (Tagg) was determined using protein concentration of 1 mg/mL. A temperature ramp of 0.1 °C/min was applied from 25 °C to 80 °C.
One measurement included 3 acquisitions of 3 s. Tagg was
calculated by the DYNAMICS® software V7.8 from the increase in Rh during heating.
The interaction parameter (kD) was determined at 25
°C from the slope of the protein concentration dependence
of D studied with at least six dilutions between 1 and 10
mg/mL for each formulation. Every measurement was performed with 10 acquisitions of 5 s.
2.4. High throughput fluorimetric analysis of thermal protein unfolding with nanoDSF®
Samples containing 1 mg/mL protein in the respective
formulations were filled in standard nanoDSF capillaries
(NanoTemper Technologies, Germany). Measurements
were performed using the Prometheus NT.48 (NanoTemper Technologies, Germany) system that measures the intrinsic protein fluorescence intensity at 330 and 350 nm after excitation at 280 nm (±10 nm). A temperature ramp of
1 °C/min was applied from 20 to 95 °C. The fluorescence
intensity ratio (F350/F330) was plotted against the temperature, the onset and inflection points of the unfolding transitions were determined from the first derivative of each

measurement using the PR.Control software V1.12 (NanoTemper Technologies, Germany). The onset temperature
of the first unfolding was reported as Ton, int. The inflection
points of the unfolding transitions were reported as Tm1,int
and Tm2,int for the unfolding at lower and higher temperature respectively. For proteins with one thermal unfolding,
only Ton, int and Tm1,int were reported.
2.5. Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF)
The DSF measurements were performed using Sypro®
Orange as an extrinsically fluorescent dye using a previously published procedure.38 Briefly, 1 µl of the freshly prepared working solution (1:5000 of stock solution in highly
purified water) of Sypro® Orange was added and mixed
with 20 µl sample in MicroAmp optical 96-well reaction
plate (Applied Biosystems; USA) in triplicates. The samples
consisted of 1 mg/ml protein in the respective formulation.
A protein-free placebo was also included for each
condition and later used for background subtraction. A
temperature ramp was applied from 20 to 96 °C at a rate of
1 °C/min using the qTower 2.2 RT-PCR (Jena Analytik AC;
Germany). The Ton,ext and Tm1,ext were calculated from the
fluorescence intensity data at 578 nm as described in Supplementary information SI3.
2.6. Isothermal chemical denaturation (ICD)
All ICD studies were performed on Unchained Labs
HUNK system (Unchained Labs, USA).39 Guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl) and urea were used as denaturants. 6 M
GuHCl stock solutions were prepared in each formulation
condition and mixed in different ratios with the
formulation buffer by the instrument. Protein stock solutions were prepared at 1 mg/ml and diluted 12.5 times by
addition to different denaturant concentrations. In total,
48-point linear denaturant gradient was automatically
generated for each condition. The incubation time varied
depending on the protein studied. The samples were
measured using an excitation wavelength of 285 nm and
emission intensities were recorded from 300 nm to 450 nm.
The data analysis was performed using the software Formulator V3.02 (Unchained Labs, USA). For the native protein, the fluorescence emission maximum λmax(native) was selected from the spectrum of the sample containing no denaturant. For the samples in denaturants, the fluorescence
emission maximum λmax(den) was determined in a similar
way. The ratio λmax(den)/ λmax(native) was plotted against denaturant concentration to obtain the chemical denaturation
curves. Apparent free energy of unfolding (ΔG), Cm and mvalues were calculated for the different transitions.40,41 Different unfolding models (e.g. two-state, three-state) were
tested for each protein to find the best fit. For proteins
exhibiting a three-state unfolding, Cm1, m1 and dG1 were
reported for the unfolding at lower denaturant
concentration, while Cm2, m2 and dG2 were reported for the
unfolding at higher denaturant concentration. In cases of
two-state unfolding, only Cm1, m1 and dG1 were derived.
2.7. PEG-assay

PEG 8000 was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill,
USA). To save material, 15 different conditions were
selected for the PEG-assay solubility screen including pH
5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 with 0, 70 and 140 mM NaCl.
Proteins were buffer exchanged, formulated and their
concentrations measured as described earlier. 40 % (w/v)
PEG stock solutions were prepared in both the acidic and
basic buffer components (with either 0, 70 or 140 mM
NaCl) and titrated to achieve the desired pH as dissolving
PEG directly into the buffer resulted in a shift in pH. Final
sample preparation to 1 mg/mL protein concentration and
increasing amounts of PEG (0-16 % (w/v)), as well as
loading into a clear flat-bottom 96 well plate, was
performed using a liquid handling system (Freedom-EVO
150, Tecan, Germany). Turbidity was measured using a
NEPHELOstar Plus plate reader (BMG Labtech, Germany)
after an incubation time of 48 hours. Non-linear regression
analysis using a 4-parameter fit equation was performed
for the transition region using GraphPad Prism version 7.1
(GraphPad Software, USA) to obtain the point of inflection,
defined as PEG-assay turbidity midpoint (PEGTMP).
2.8. Electrophoretic mobility and zeta potential
Electrophoretic
mobility
measurements
were
performed by the Zetasizer Nano ZSP (Malvern, UK). In
order to extract the most reliable results from this method,
which can be buffer ion-specific and of low quality at high
ionic strength,42,43 the screening conditions were changed
and the effect of pH alone on the zeta potential was
investigated. All measurements were performed in
triplicate in a 1 mL DTS1070 folded capillary cell (Malvern,
UK) at 25 °C. Proteins were measured in 25 mM NaCl
solution with no buffer components added, and pH
adjusted dropwise using 0.01 M HCl and 0.1 M NaOH. The
relation of the electrophoretic mobility to the zeta
potential is described by the Henry Equation:
2 𝜖𝜖0 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚 𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁(𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅)
𝑈𝑈𝐸𝐸 =
3𝜂𝜂
where UE is the electrophoretic mobility, ϵ0 is the
permittivity in a vacuum, εm is the dielectric constant of
the solvent, ζ is the zeta potential in volts, f(κa) is Henry’s
function calculated using the Ohshima approximation44
and the hydrodynamic radius for each protein and η is the
viscosity of water at 25 °C.
2.9. Capillary isoelectric focusing (cIEF)
Maurice system suitability kit, Maurice pI markers,
Maurice cIEF 500 mM arginine, Maurice cIEF separation
cartridges, 0.5 % methyl cellulose solution and 1 % methyl
cellulose solution, were purchased from Protein Simple
(USA). Pharmalyte pH 3-10 was purchased from GE
Healthcare (Germany). Urea was obtained from SigmaAldrich (USA). Samples were first diluted to a final
concentration of 1 mg/mL in water. Subsequently, samples
were mixed with a solution containing a broad-range
ampholyte (pH 3-10), methylcellulose 1 %, 500 mM of
arginine and appropriate pI markers and pipetted into a 96

well-plate. Urea (final concentration of 4 M) was added to
solutions containing PPI-49 to reduce self-association.
cIEF experiments were run on a MaurICE system (Protein
Simple, USA). The separation cartridge was loaded with
electrolyte solutions (80 mM phosphoric acid in 0.1 %
methyl cellulose and 100 mM sodium hydroxide in 0.1 %
methyl cellulose). Experiments were run with a prefocusing time of 1 minute at 1500 V, followed by a focusing
time of 5 minutes at 3000 V. Data was processed and
analyzed using Compass Software for ICE (Protein Simple,
USA).
2.10.
Size exclusion chromatography coupled to
multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS)
Size exclusion chromatography combined with multiangle light scattering (SEC–MALS) was performed using a
Vanquish Horizon™ UPLC with a variable wavelength UV
detector (Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA). The separation
was performed with a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL
column (GE Healthcare, USA). The aqueous mobile phase
consisted of 38 mM NaH2PO4, 12 mM Na2HPO4, 150 mM
NaCl and 200 ppm NaN3 at pH 7.4 dissolved in HPLC-grade
water. The mobile phase was filtered with Durapore VVPP
0.1 m membrane filters (Millipore Corporation, USA). Prior
analysis, the samples were centrifuged. The autosampler
was used to inject 25 or 50 μl in duplicates. The elution of
the protein was monitored by the UV signal at 280 nm and
by a MALS TREOS II detector (Wyatt Technology, Santa
Barbara, USA). In addition, differential refractive index
detector Optilab T-rEX (Wyatt Technology, USA) was used
for concentration verification. Data collection and
processing were performed using the ASTRA® software
V7.1 (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, USA). Three
different parameters m25,rec, m40,rec and m50,rec were
calculated, which represent the monomer mass recovery
from the theoretical calculated protein mass in percent
after two weeks of stress at 25, 40 and 50 °C respectively.
This value also takes into account the loss of monomer that
can occur due to precipitation or due to the SEC method
(e.g. adsorption of the protein on the column material). In
addition, the mass fraction of the monomer compared to
all peaks in the chromatograms is shown in percent as M25,
M40 and M50 in the Supplementary Table.
Thanks to the MALS detection, it was also possible to
assess the relative amount of small population of
aggregates usually not visible by normal SEC-UV. The LSA
parameter was calculated from the following equation:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋,𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
�𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋 =
𝑋𝑋,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑋𝑋,𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

where LSA and UVA represent the light scattering and
UV peak area after two weeks at the temperature X
respectively, the subscript „mon“ indicates the monomer
peak area while the subscript „tot“ indicates the sum of all
defined peak areas. Due to the different sensitivity of the
MALS and UV detector, an LSAX value lower than one

means that a population of aggregates is present. A decrease of LSAX highlight an increase light scattering signal
which indicate an increase in the percentage of high molecular weight species.
2.11. Stress study
Protein samples with concentration 1 mg/ml in each
respective formulation condition were sterile-filtered, and
0.2 mL was filled in 0.5 mL sterile non-coated PP
Eppendorf tubes. The samples were incubated at 4, 25, 40
°C and 50 °C for two weeks, and in a separate study at 4 and
25 °C for 6 months. After storage, the samples were
quenched on ice, stored at 4 °C and measured within two
weeks.
2.12. Response surface analysis (RSM)
We adopted a design of experiments (DoE) approach
and a robust RSM to establish the dependence of 27
biophysical parameters on pH and NaCl concentration.
Using those dependencies, we determined the range of
optimal formulation conditions based on the desired
values of the different parameters. The method of ordinary
least squares was used in the regression models for data
fitting. Both full and reduced models, considering the main
effects of factors along with two-way interactions, were
employed. A curvature response was allowed by assessing
the quadratic term, also considering two-way interactions.
The reduced model was obtained using a backward
stepwise regression. The F-statistic approach was used to
perform the effect test, considering a value of 0.05 or less
as statistically significant. The fitting results are shown in
Supplementary information – SI4. All the results were
calculated using the statistical software JMP® v 14.0 (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, USA), and all the analysis details can
be found in the software manual. 45

2.13. Tests for statistical significance of linear correlations
Pearson’s correlation coefficient R was calculated to
determine whether two quantities are linearly correlated
and to which extent. The outliers in the dataset were
detected and eliminated before calculating the pairwise
correlation. Outlier detection was based on the quartiles as
a method, where samples outside the outer quartiles ± 1.5
times interquartile distances were removed using
MATLAB®. A Student t-test was carried out to test the
statistical significance of R. The t-test was performed to investigate whether an R between two biophysical parameters will hold in general populations. The null hypothesis
of no correlation was tested using the following
formula:46,47
𝑡𝑡 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = |𝑅𝑅|

√𝑛𝑛 − 2

√1 − 𝑅𝑅2
where n is the number of data points used to obtain R,
and therefore it is dependent upon the biophysical param-

eters of interests in our study because some biophysical parameters were not measured in all conditions due to
experimental hurdles (e.g. precipitation). For a given tvalue and n, the value of cumulative distribution function
for Student’s t-distribution is the confidence-level of the ttest and was calculated in MATLAB. The selected
confidence level for the t-test was 95 % (p-value <0.05). The
same procedure was applied multiple times for different
subsets to assess differences in the R values due to the
different sample. The data points of the whole dataset are
also provided in Supplementary information – SI5.

protein, a cytokine, albumin and enzymes. Some key biophysical properties and the purity of the provided proteins
was investigated at the start of the study with orthogonal
techniques (Table 1). The separations obtained with SECMALS and cIEF are presented in Supplementary information – SI6. All proteins show a relative monomer mass
fraction ˃ 98 % with two exceptions: PPI-10 contains 96 %
monomer and 4 % dimer, while PPI-44 contains 85 % monomer and 15 % aggregates. The protein molecular mass
from SEC-MALS matches the theoretical values closely
within an experimental error of ±3 %. Two exceptions are
PPI-30 that shows а deviation of about 13 % and PPI-46
with a difference close to 6 %. We hypothesize that these
inconsistencies arise from the small protein molecular
mass (Mm). Further, the Mm of PPI-30 showed a concentration dependency, which suggests an effect of the second
osmotic virial coefficient in the running buffer used for
SEC-MALS. Earlier, we reported for PPI-30 that the protein
forms weak oligomers around pH 7.5 which also supports
the theory for strong attractive protein-protein interaction
in similar conditions.49 In addition, we provided the retention time of the monomer peak, which can provide further
insights on whether non-specific interactions occur with
the chromatographic column (Table 1). The measured isoelectric points of the main peaks correspond well to the
theoretical values calculated with Protein-Sol. The main
and neighbouring peaks detected by cIEF are in most cases
within a narrow pH range. In addition, we calculated the
predicted scale solubility from the amino acid sequences,
using the Protein-Sol server. The general information and
parameters presented in Table 1 are assessed and shown for
two reasons: i) They provide a good overview of the protein
properties in the dataset; and ii.) They can be a good
starting point to explain the results from the biophysical
characterization that we present below.

2.14. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
In order to get a quick overview of all the data stored,
a PCA was run with unit-variance scaling of the data to let
all the parameters influence the model equally (much like
calculating the Pearson’s correlation). There are several entries in the data table that do not include a number due to
reasons mentioned above. It was therefore necessary to calculate the PCA solution taking into account these missing
values through imputation.48 This also takes into account
the actual unit-variance scaling of the data. The data analysis was performed in MATLAB with in-house codes based
on well-known algorithms.
3.

RESULTS

3.1. Generating a dataset including computational and biophysical parameters of diverse proteins
The dataset investigated in this study consists of 14
diverse model proteins. Each protein has an assigned code
made of the “PPI” letters and a number (Table 1). Protein
primary sequences, except for PPI-04 and PPI-08, are provided in Supplementary information - SI1. The dataset
roughly represents the heterogenic group of therapeutic
proteins today – mostly mAbs, a bispecific mAb, a fusion

Table 1.Calculated and measured properties of the proteins in the presented dataset. Protein primary sequences are provided
in SI1.

Protei
n code

Protein
type

Electrophoretic mobility

Protein-Sol

cIEF

Theoretical

SEC-MALS

Predicted
scale
solubility

Calculated
isoelectric
point

Point of zero
ζ

Main
peak

Peaks
range

Calculated monomer Mm (kDa)

Measured monomer Mm (kDa)

Monomer
mass fraction (%)

PPI-01

IgG1

0.366

8.37

6.94

7.2

7.1-7.3

144.8

147.7

99.7

PPI-02

IgG1

0.354

9.09

8.21

9.3

9.1-9.4

148.2

147.9

98.3

PPI-03

IgG1

0.404

9.4

8.77

9.4

9.1-9.4

144.8

147.1

99.8

PPI04
PPI08

IgG1

-*

-*

8.31

8.95

8.7-9.0

146.2

150.3

99.1

IgG1 +
scFv

-*

-*

8.90

9.2

8.9-9.4

204.4

206.2

99.7

PPI-10

IgG1

0.378

9.15

8.87

9.2

8.8-9.3

144.2

147.8

96.3

PPI-13

IgG1

0.397

9.08

8.26

8.9

8.5-9.0

148.9

150.1

99.4

PPI-17

IgG2

0.334

8.89

8.21

9.05

8.7-9.3

145.1

148.4

98.5

PPI-18

HSA-NEP

0.431

5.68

5.01

5.6

4.5-6.0

146.7

149.4

98.3

Monomer retention volume
(mL)
11.8
11,9
12.0
12.1
12.4
12.0
12.0
12.0
11.2

PPI-30

IFN-α2a

0.451

6.19

5.96

6.2

6.0-6.5

19.2

22.0

100

PPI44

transferrin

0.330

7.06

5.85

5.5

4.9-5.8

74.9

76.1

85.1

PPI-45

lipase

0.413

4.95

-†

4.7

4.5-4.9

29.5

29.8

100

lipase

0.391

4.99

-†

4.35

4.1-5.1

29

30.8

100

rHSA

0.450

6.13

-†

4.9

4.1-5.0

66.4

66.7

98.1

PPI46
PPI49

16.2
13.9
16.1
16.0
13.6

*No primary sequence available. † The electrophoretic mobility measurements could not accurately define this parameter.
We then selected a set of computational and biophysical methods that often find application in protein drug development to study the stability of the proteins at different
pH and ionic strength. In general, we aimed to use popular
techniques which are used often in published work on the
characterization of therapeutic proteins. Although this selection might be subjective, it is based on our experience
and the availability of the techniques in the consortium.
The type of molecular descriptors calculated with
MOE and ProDCal are summarized in Supplementary information SI7. The parameters from AggScore, Zyggregator
and Aggrescan are presented in Supplementary information SI8.
The experimental dataset included information on the
stability of the 14 proteins in 24 different solution conditions, including 8 pH values ranging from 5 to 9 and three
concentrations of sodium chloride, 0, 70 and 140 mM, to
vary the ionic strength. In general, most of the experimental measurements were possible with several exceptions due to formulation issues (for example, precipitation
of PPI-30 when dialyzed at pH close to 6); insufficient sample amount (for example, to do some of the kD measurements); or when the method did not allow measurements
of all the 24 formulation conditions (e.g. electrophoretic
mobility measurements that are performed at specific ionic
strength). The full dataset including the mean values of
measured biophysical parameters can be found in a separate table attached as Supplementary information. Most
measurements were run in technical triplicates, except,
e.g. for the stress studies measured by SEC-MALS and ICD
which were run as a single replicate. Selected experiments
were also repeated in different laboratories. Comparison
between cross-laboratory experiments showed high consistency, indicating robustness of the standard operating
procedures. In the near future, the expanded dataset, including the replicates and most of the raw data, will be
available for download via a tailor-made database
(https://pippi-data.kemi.dtu.dk/).
3.2. Linear correlation in the biophysical parameters, and
similarities between the proteins

We used the obtained dataset to search for pairwise
linear correlations between 27 experimental biophysical
parameters that are often assessed during protein
discovery and development. The Student t-test was applied
to determine the statistical significance of the pairwise
correlations evaluated by the Pearson`s correlation coefficient R. Figure 1a presents the R values with statistically
significant correlations between the biophysical
parameters at 95 % confidence level (p-values < 0.05) for
all 14 studied proteins. In general, weak linear correlations
exist between some of the investigated biophysical
parameters, like closely related parameters such as Ton,int
and Tm1,int, or Tm1,int and Tm1,ex. We also tested the strength
of the correlations in subsets of proteins in the dataset. For
example, the analogous pairwise correlation analysis for
the subset including only the 8 mAbs, each in 24 solution
conditions, is shown in Supplementary information SI9.
Also, in SI10 the correlations in other subsets are shown. In
general, the strength of the correlations observed in Figure
1a can change slightly when only a subset of the proteins
like the one in SI9 is selected, but the general trend that
weak correlations exist is still present. We did not observe
significant correlations between single experimental
biophysical parameters and the molecular descriptors
listed in SI7 (data not shown).
In addition to the pairwise linear correlation it was decided to perform a PCA on the data to get an overview of
both the similarities between the 14 different proteins, as
well as a different view on the similarities between all the
27 parameters measured. As can be seen from Figure 1b
most of the proteins are gathered around the origin, except
for PPI-18 and PPI-45, clearly indicating that these proteins
behave differently from the remaining proteins. By investigating the loading plot, Figure 1c, it becomes evident that
this corresponds very well with the results from Figure 1a,
e.g. all “T” parameters are grouped (indicating a high correlation), with variables such as RR50 and Rh on the opposite
side of the origin (negative correlated). By inspecting both
figures in Figure 1b and 1c it is clear that PPI-18 especially
has high values of m1 and RR40 compared to the other proteins.

Figure 1. (a) - Pairwise linear correlations between measured biophysical parameters in the entire dataset including 14 proteins
and 24 different formulation conditions. The strength of these correlations was assessed using t-tests. p-values <0.05 are statistically significant at a 95 % confidence level. White cells represent no correlation with a p-value higher than 0.05. Blue and
red cells express negative or positive correlation, respectively. No or weak correlations were observed between most biophysical
parameters; (b) the PCA score-plot and (c) the corresponding loading plot. The PCA is based on all 27 parameters and all 14
proteins in all formulations. The dotted lines refer to the zero-line along both axes. (Please note that this is the result from a
two-component PCA with imputed missing values.)

3.3. Biophysical parameters that flag proteins as developable or not, are largely determined by the
formulation conditions
We studied how pH and ionic strength affect the
various computational and biophysical parameters often
used as indicators that a protein has suitable properties for
further development. The charge per amino acid
calculated in silico with the Protein-Sol server greatly
depends on the protein structure, pH and ionic strength.
As an example, the dependency of charge per amino acid
residue on pH and ionic strength for two antibodies (PPI01, PPI-03), interferon α2a (PPI-30), and one lipase (PPI-45)
are represented in Figure 2. The same server can provide
similar contour plots for the effect of pH and ionic strength
on conformational stability. Such computational characterization cannot immediately predict what will be the
most stable condition for a given protein, but it is very important since it indicates what would be the expected
trade-off between colloidal and conformational stability at
different pH and ionic strength. Understanding such
trade-offs is critical to determine the overall molecule stability.
Due to the volume and complexity of the data, response surface methodology (RSM) was applied to study
how multiple biophysical parameters change as a function
of pH and ionic strength. An example of two proteins, a
bispecific antibody PPI-08 and an IgG1 PPI-03, is presented
in Figure 3. The first apparent melting temperature Tm1,int
from nanoDSF, the aggregation onset temperature Tagg
from DLS, the interaction parameter kD and the monomer
mass recovery m40,rec after 2-week storage at 40 ⁰C are
considered in this example. The borders of the contour
plots are determined by the following cut-off values: Tm1,int
> 65 °C, Tagg > 55 °C, kD > 0 mL/g, m40,rec > 80 %. The colored
zones represent areas where the parameters are below the
cut-off values mentioned above. Respectively, white areas
indicate pH and ionic strength where all the parameters
are above the cut-off values. Although such cut-off values
are subjective and their definition may vary between labs,

they are often used during developability assessment. In
our case, we the selected cut-off based on our experience,
as explained in the discussion section below.
Interestingly, a formulation “sweet spot” can be found
for some of the proteins, but not for others. This “sweet
spot” represents an area or a value in the RSM surfaces
where all the selected biophysical parameters are above the
defined cut-off values. Examples of proteins with a formulation “sweet spot” in our dataset are PPI-03, PPI-13, PPI-17,
PPI-44 and PPI-46 (Figure 3 and SI7).
A common practice for selecting developable proteins
is that the stability of different candidates is compared in
only one formulation condition. Noteworthy, if the
proteins in our dataset had been assessed in only the
commonly used phosphate buffered-saline (similar conditions of which are represented by a red square in Figure 3),
all molecules but PPI-46 would have failed to be classified
as developable according to the defined cut-off values. The
arrow (in Figure 3) indicates that by using other formulation conditions, PPI-03 will move to a formulation “sweet
spot” and actually meets all four cut-off criteria that would
make it a good candidate for further development. On the
other hand, PPI-08 present a satisfactory Tm,int in all the
formulation conditions, while Tagg, kD and especially m40,rec
present critical values. This highlights the importance of a
multi-parameter approach.
Of course, the example we present is very specific and
changing the type of parameters and cut-offs can make
molecules appear developable or not. However, Figure 3
depicts something very important, which is often overlooked during developability assessment, i.e. the formulation conditions largely determine whether certain biophysical parameters will be above a certain stability threshold
or not. Therefore, a proper assessment and comparison of
therapeutic protein candidates can only be based on multiple parameters obtained in several formulation conditions. Otherwise, we risk a scenario where a generally stable molecule is not selected for further development only
because it exhibits low stability in one assay buffer.

Figure 2. Calculated charge per amino acid as a function of pH value and ionic strength for two antibodies (PPI-01, PPI-03),
interferon α2a (PPI-30) and one lipase (PPI-45).

To tackle this issue and to rank the stability of the
proteins based on data from multiple biophysical
parameters and formulation conditions, one should focus
on the existence and area of a formulation “sweet spot”
area like the one for PPI-03 in Figure 3. We suggest that a
larger cumulative “sweet spot” area of multiple biophysical
properties will correspond to higher intrinsic stability of a
protein molecule. Such data can be used to determine the
“robustness” of the proteins across a broad formulation
space, which is essential for both lead selection and formulation development. Based on this concept, we propose the
calculation and use of stability risk values, as explained below.

Figure 3. Contour plot representing the change of several
critical biophysical parameters with pH and salt concentration for PPI-08 and PPI-03 - white areas present regions
where all four parameters are above the defined cut-off
value. Areas colored in red, green, blue and yellow represent
areas where respectively kD, Tagg, Tm,int, and m40,rec are below

the cut-off values. The dots highlight which part of the surface comes towards the reader, while the lines indicate a curvature of the surface. All the surfaces are superimposed.
3.4. Datasets of various size can be used to generate stability risk scores for developability assessment
As shown above, a change in the formulation conditions, like pH and ionic strength, can result in a protein
appearing suitable or unsuitable for development. Consequently, a more comprehensive characterization is required to understand whether a protein exhibits desirable
biophysical properties or not. At the same time, the biophysical characterization is a trade-off between analytical
efforts, time and sample consumption. To assess what analytical effort is needed to rank protein drug candidates
based on their stability accurately, we calculated stability
risk scores, ranging from 0 to 1, where higher values indicate a higher stability risk. The first stability risk score requires low analytical effort (SRSLAE) and is calculated from
parameters determined from high-throughput methods
that require smaller protein quantities, namely Tagg and
Tm1,int (Figure 4, green bars). More advanced and labor-intensive characterization, including Tagg, Tm, kD and m40,rec ,
was added to the high-throughput characterization results
to obtain a stability risk score obtained with medium analytical effort (SRSMAE) (Figure 4, blue bars). Finally, many
of the parameters measured in this work, namely Tagg, Tm1,int
, kD ,ζ , m1, Cm1, PD, m25,rec, m40,rec, m50,rec, LSA25, LSA40 and
LSA50, were combined to obtain a stability risk score based
on high analytical effort (SRSHAE) (Figure 4, red bars).

To calculate the SRSs values, a risk region (i.e the reverse of the formulation “sweet spot”) is defined by a series
of cut-off parameter values. When the biophysical property
value is in the risk region (below or above the cut-off value
depending on the biophysical property) a value of 1 is as-

signed to that condition; otherwise, 0 is assigned. This procedure is repeated for all the biophysical properties and
formulation conditions. Then, the nominal values are
grouped, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Stability risk score values for the proteins in the presented dataset. SRScomp, SRSLAE, SRSMAE, SRSHAE are represented
in black, green, blue and red, respectively. The proteins are ordered by SRSHAE value in ascending order. A higher SRS indicates
an increased risk of stability issues. The asterisk (*) indicates proteins with no primary sequence available and therefore without a SRScomp in this study.

The SRSs are calculated by calculating the mean of
each group. Thus, SRS values between 0 and 1 are obtained
for each protein as a function of all formulation conditions
tested. The experimental SRSs are protein-dependent and
calculated using multiple parameters assessed in different
formulation conditions. The selection of the respective
cut-off values presented in this work relies on: i) values reported in literature, e.g. many marketed antibodies have a
Tagg greater than 55 °C;3 ii) well-established principles, e.g.
highly positive kD indicates high colloidal stability;50,51 and
iii) informed judgment selection, e.g RR,25 > 1 indicates the
formation of aggregates. Adjusting the cut-off values results in different slices of the surface and changes the size

of the SRS region. For example, changing the Tagg cut-off
from 55 °C to 25 °C for SRSLAE will result in decreasing the
risk values for all the proteins. Shifting the SRSs cut-off to
an upper or lower limit, thus forcing the SRSs to 0 or 1 for
all the proteins, would result in a loss of information content. It is therefore important to select the values in an appropriate range such that a substantial portion of tested
conditions falls on both sides of the threshold. A summary
of the cut-off values to calculate the presented SRSs is also
provided in Supplementary information – SI12. Although
the exact definition of the cut-off values for each biophysical parameter will still be a matter of discussion, we believe
that our suggestion is a pragmatic and good starting point.

The computational SRS value, SRScomp (Fig. 4, black
line), is based on computational work only, and calculated
using a different approach. The results of the total hydrophobic patch score and the mean aggregation tendency
from Aggrescan, AggScore and Zyggregator were normalized from 0 to 1 and a mean value was calculated (Figure 4,
blue line). Other variants of the SRScomp were investigated,
including a combination of several computational parameters and molecular descriptors (e.g. hydrophobicity index) yielding results that were generally poorer than the
combined SRScomp that we present in this example (data not
shown).
Subsequently, we investigated the correlations between the SRSs values obtained with different analytical effort. Interestingly, the SRScomp correlates well with the

SRSLAE (Figure 5). However, when the size and complexity
of the experimental dataset is increased, the correlation
with the computational risk score decreases. The stability
risk score based on the largest amount of experimental
data (SRSHAE) showed only a weak correlation with SRScomp,
but a moderate correlation with the SRSLAE and SRSMAE.
Also, no or weak correlation between single computational
parameters and experimental SRSs was observed (data not
shown). In general, most of the molecular descriptors calculated from the homology models or primary sequences
are either weakly or not influenced by pH and ionic
strength which might explain the low correlation to stability risk scores obtained from characterization in different
formulation conditions.

Figure 5. Linear correlation between the protein rankings based on four stability risk scores. For more information regarding
the calculation and definition of the different stability risk scores refer to the main manuscript text and Figure 4.
3.5. Stability risk scores obtained from larger datasets exhibit better correlation with the amount of aggregates
formed during storage

between of the experimental SRSs for physical stability risk
assessment and percentage of aggregates formed during
storage at temperatures relevant for therapeutic proteins.

The obtained stability risk scores are validated by correlating the values with the amount of aggregates formed
during storage for 6 months at 4 and 25 ⁰C. This storage
stability data is generated for all proteins in four different
formulations. The linear correlations between SRSHAE and
the percentage of aggregates after six months of storage at
refrigerated and room temperature are shown in Figure 6.
This percentage is calculated using the relative UV area of
high molecular weight species, after size exclusion chromatography (SEC), and corrected for the missing mass
from the total column recovery. The correction is necessary to adjust for big and/or insoluble aggregates which are
filtered out by the column or lost by sedimentation before
injection. Similar data can be derived from the light scattering area. These results demonstrate a strong correlation

A summary of the correlation coefficients between the
SRSs and the percentage of aggregation is shown in Figure
7. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is calculated similarly as described earlier. These values were averaged over
all the proteins, formulations and temperatures of stress
studied. SRScomp present the lowest mean correlation and
highest variability. As expected, with increasing analytical
effort the correlations become stronger and the predictions
more reliable. SRSHAE strongly correlates with protein stability with a very low variability, making this value the
most robust for protein ranking. Interestingly SRSLAE and
SRSMAE present similar prediction power which confirms
that an early rough ranking by use of few high throughput
biophysical parameters, namely Tagg and Tm1,int, assessed in

various solution conditions, is possible in cases where sample volume is very limited. Finally, we suggest that, based
on the SRSs, the proteins can be classified as having a low
(SRS < 0.3), medium (0.3 > SRS > 0.6) or high developability
risk (SRS > 0.6).

of storage at 4 and 25 °C. The mean and error bars are calculated as a standard variation of the R value between SRSs
and the amount of aggregates after 6 months of storage over
all the proteins, formulations and temperatures of stress
studied.
4.

Figure 6. Linear correlation between SRSHAE and the percentage of aggregates after 6 months of storage at 4 °C (in
blue) and 25 °C (in red). A total of four formulation were
studied i) 10 mM His at pH 5 ii) 10 mM His and 140 mM NaCl
at pH 5, iii) 10 mM His at pH 6, iv) 10 mM His and 140 mM
NaCl at pH 5. The filled area represents 95% confidence intervals. *PPI-30, PPI-45, PPI-46 were formulated at pH 7.5
instead of pH 6.5. PPI-45 and PPI-46 were formulated at pH
5.5 instead of pH 5. The pHs were selected to include a “good”
and a “bad” formulation in a pharmaceutically relevant pH
range.

DISCUSSION

Therapeutic protein candidates should exhibit a set of
desirable biophysical parameters which indicate sufficient
stability and drug-like properties.6,8,10,15,52 These properties
are assessed at very early stages and serve as the decision
basis for which molecules will be selected for further development.6,53,54 For over two decades, the community has
striven to find the most efficient approaches to select proteins with drug-like properties. However, generally accepted guidelines that are applicable to the diverse landscape of therapeutic proteins have not yet emerged. Defining rules and strategies for this selection can only be based
on a large body of published research that employs orthogonal techniques to characterize therapeutic proteins in different formulations. Although a great progress has been
made by several landmark studies, work showing the
feasibility of certain selection approaches is often based on
i) molecules with unknown primary sequences and purity;
ii) on protein datasets including only structurally similar
molecules, e.g. antibodies; and/ or iii) assessment of biophysical parameters in only one formulation condition.5,12,15–17,52 For example, such studies report correlations
between parameters related to protein thermal stability,
colloidal stability, solubility and viscosity.55–59 Another correlation that is often reported is the one between the onset
temperature of protein unfolding or protein melting temperature and the aggregation rate during accelerated stability studies.17,60 Although we do not question the existence of such correlations in a particular case study, we
show here that the relationships between some biophysical
parameters cannot be generalized for a heterogeneous
population of proteins in a diverse set of formulation
conditions. These findings highlight that “protein stability”
cannot be well described by using a single biophysical
parameter, nor by studying a protein in a single solution
condition.
Probably the biggest advance to understand which features make a protein developable has been made for therapeutic monoclonal antibodies. However, the next
generation of therapeutic proteins will be more diverse, including fusion proteins, enzymes and cytokines, among
others. Understanding what exactly indicates intrinsic
stability of a protein molecule requires that more
information on various therapeutically-relevant proteins,
including their primary sequences, purity data, and
comprehensive
computational
and
biophysical
characterization in different solution conditions is made
publicly available.

Figure 7. Averaged Pearson’s correlation coefficient R between SRSs and the percentage of aggregates after 6 months

In this work, we present a dataset which includes
comprehensive computational and biophysical stability
characterization of 14 diverse therapeutically relevant
proteins in 24 different formulation conditions. We use the
data to look for linear pairwise correlations between a

variety of biophysical parameters that are considered to be
indicative for protein stability. We find linear correlations
between some biophysical parameters, but not between
others. Future work will focus on more complex analyses
of the presented dataset to find whether the connection
between some computational and biophysical parameters
can be described by more advanced models. For example,
we are currently focusing on multivariate data analysis,
while some machine learning approaches based on the presented data are already published.61
Since the presented biophysical parameters often have
a complex non-linear dependence as a function of pH and
ionic strength, we adopted an RMS approach to describe
this behaviour. This allowed us to visualize and define
boundaries which show whether a biophysical parameter
will be above or below a certain stability cut-off that will
flag a protein with desirable or undesirable features. The
RMS methodology shows that some proteins in the dataset
exhibit a formulation “sweet spot”, i.e. a range of pH and
ionic strength where all biophysical parameters are above
the desired threshold. Interestingly, if we perform comparison between different proteins by using only one formulation condition (e.g. having pH and ionic strength close to
phosphate-buffered saline), we should put a flag on many
of the proteins that actually have a broad formulation
“sweet spot”. This raises the question whether the developability assessment of proteins based on assays performed
in only one buffer are less reliable than a comparison based
on data in several formulation conditions. Indeed, studying a protein in different conditions would increase the analytical effort, but thanks to the technological
advancement, it is now possible to perform developability
assessment in dozens of solution conditions with only
minimal protein consumption. In this paper there is, for
example, a study of the thermal unfolding and aggregation
of proteins in 24 different formulation conditions which
consumes only a total of 360 µg of protein (i.e. for nanoDSF
and DLS with temperature ramp).
Here, we also present how the multiple parameters
can be combined into stability risk scores (SRS). These
scores are based on the two considerations mentioned
above: i) the biophysical parameters carry unique
information and ii) the formulation condition substantially
influences those parameters. The SRSs are protein-specific
values that are calculated from multiple parameters,
assessed for multiple formulation conditions. The
calculations are simple and only based on critical limits for
each parameter. We show how these SRS values are related
to each other. Interestingly, the computational SRS ranking correlates better to the SRS ranking based only on few
basic biophysical parameters. However, if the stability risk
score is based on a larger set of experimental data, the correlations with the computational ranking become weaker.
This does not mean that the computational characterization is not important since it still provided good predictions for the first round of characterization. Also, we have
already demonstrated that other in silico approaches can
be applied to proteins for a structure-based discovery of

aggregation breaking excipient of PPI-3062 or characterization of peptides63. In addition, in silico approaches have
been developed to predict whether certain features in the
complementarity-determining regions in mAbs can lead to
stability problems.12
We validate the different SRS values by showing how
they correlate with the amount of aggregates formed by the
different proteins during storage for 6 months at 4 and 25
⁰C. Intuitively, an SRS calculated from more biophysical
parameters correlates better with the storage stability of
the proteins, and thus can be used for more reliable
prediction of developable candidates. Besides this, we expect that a protein having a high SRS calculated from various formulation conditions will be less challenging during
formulation development.
In the near future, data used in this study will be available for download from a tailor-made database
(https://pippi-data.kemi.dtu.dk/). This public database
will be the basis for novel insights into the complex connection between therapeutic protein structure, formulation conditions, biophysical properties and storage stability.
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ABBREVIATIONS
cIEF – capillary isoelectric focusing; Cm1 – melting denaturant concentration from the first unfolding in GuHCl; Cm2 –
melting denaturant concentration from the second unfolding in GuHCl; D0 – protein diffusion coefficient at infinite
dilution; dG1 – apparent Gibbs free energy of the first unfolding in GuHCl; dG2 – apparent Gibbs free energy of the
second unfolding in GuHCl; DLS – dynamic light scattering; DoE – design of experiments; DSF – differential scanning fluorimetry; ICD – isothermal chemical denaturation;
kD – interaction parameter from DLS; LSA25 – empirical parameter indicating the presence of particles determined after 2 weeks at 25 °C; LSA40 – empirical parameter indicating
the presence of particles determined after 2 weeks at 40 °C;
LSA50 – empirical parameter indicating the presence of particles determined after 2 weeks at 50 °C; m1 – empirical parameter describing the cooperativity of the first unfolding
in GuHCl; m2 – empirical parameter describing the cooperativity of the second unfolding in GuHCl; M25 – mass
fraction of monomer compared to all peaks after 2 weeks
at 25 °C; m25,rec – monomer mass recovery after 2 weeks at
25 °C; M40 – mass fraction of monomer compared to all
peaks after 2 weeks at 40 °C; m40,rec – monomer mass recovery after 2 weeks at 40 °C; M50 – mass fraction of monomer
compared to all peaks after 2 weeks at 50 °C; m50,rec –

monomer mass recovery after 2 weeks at 50 °C; mAb –
monoclonal antibody; MOE - molecular operating environment software; nanoDSF® - fluorimetric method based on
intrinsic protein fluorescence; PD – polydispersity from
DLS; PDB – Protein Data Bank; PEGTMP – inflection point
of the fit to the PEG titration curve; Rh – protein hydrodynamic radius at 1 mg/ml from DLS; RR,25 – relative increase
in the hydrodynamic radius after 2 weeks at 25 °C; RR,40 –
relative increase in the hydrodynamic radius after 2 weeks
at 40 °C; RR,50 – relative increase in the hydrodynamic radius after 2 weeks at 50 °C; RSM – response surface analysis; SEC-MALS – size exclusion chromatography coupled to
multi-angle light scattering; SRScomp – stability risk score
from computational parameters; SRSHAE – stability risk
score from experimental parameters with high analytical
effort; SRSLAE – stability risk score from experimental parameters with low analytical effort; SRSMAE – stability risk
score from experimental parameters with medium analytical effort; Tagg – aggregation onset temperature from DLS;
Tm1,ex – first apparent melting temperature from DSF with
extrinsic dye; Tm1,int – first apparent melting temperature
from nanoDSF®; Tm2,int – second apparent melting temperature from nanoDSF®; Ton,ex – onset of the first thermal protein unfolding from DSF with extrinsic dye; Ton,int – onset
of the first thermal protein unfolding from nanoDSF®; ζ –
zeta potential;
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